SPOKEN TUTORIAL- IIT BOMBAY

Berhampur University, as a knowledge partner of Spoken Tutorial is committed towards facilitating computer literacy in Odisha to popularize computer education. The university agrees to include Spoken Tutorials as MOOCs for practical courses, wherever possible. Spoken Tutorial training is incorporated in all the affiliates of Berhampur University in order to prepare the youth of Odisha for a better future.

It's an audio-video method to learn Software, developed by IIT Bombay which are for skill building and improving academic performance. It's designed for self learning (no expert needed) and distance education mode (no need to leave campus). It's a National Mission on Education through ICT (NMEICT / Sakshat), MHRD, Govt. of India funded project of National Importance. The training is on-campus and can be accommodated in computer lab hours easily.

**Essential link to proceed with Spoken Tutorial - IIT Bombay**

**Important Links:**

- Training Flow
- Faculty Coordinator Registration Link
- Master Batch Upload link
- Semester Training Planner (STP) link
- Instructions to select participant list
- Download the course link
- Submission of Planning of Spoken-Tutorial Software Training program to the University